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Dear Clients & Partners,

It is time to update you on recent cases which impacts non-residents on two essential points;
social charges and capital gain tax rates.

Social contributions (the so-called CSG-CRDS), currently at 15,5%

In a previous fiscal alert on September 2012, we had detailed a new Law, dated 17 August
2012, whereby the French government had introduced the application of social contributions
to property capital gains and to rental income to non-French tax residents.

Since that date, tax lawyers have challenged this rule considering that it was against EU rules
and started to initiate claims.

Lately, the European Court of Justice gave a positive answer on a specific case (C-623/13,
Ministre de l’Économie et des Finances v Gérard de Ruyter) against the application of the
French social contributions on non-French tax residents. Although the final decision is not
made yet, it looks likely that France’s application of the social charges to non-residents will be
ruled illegal in coming months.

If you want to have a chance to be refunded, it is essential to make a claim before Dec 31,
2014.

Capital Gain Tax rates for non-residents

A specific article of France tax code (Art 244 bis A) has been challenged, and it concerns the
Capital Gain Tax (CGT) rate. As you may know, France applies a different CGT rate according
to the tax residence of the seller. For EU residents, the applicable rate is 19%, and for other
residents, the applicable tax rate is 33,33%. On October 20, 2014, the French “Conseil d’Etat”
(the highest administrative court in France) confirmed that the difference of CGT rates
between EU residents and other residents constitutes a restriction on the freedom of
movement of capital. This is contrary to EU law. (NB: For Non-Cooperative Countries &
Territories, this does not apply).

France has added a new article (Article 27 ter nouveau) in the 2014 Rectifying Finance Bill to
harmonize CGT rates on property for all non-residents and the Bill is being reviewed by the
Parliament. However, the French Tax administration will not refund automatically taxpayers
who have been impacted in the past. The only chance to obtain a potential refund is to take
action through a claim to the French tax authorities.

New! Fiscal alert for non-French tax residents.
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In short, if you are non-residents and if you are in one of these situations, you may be entitled
to a refund.

1. If you have sold your property after Aug 17, 2012 or 2013, and have paid social charges
and capital gains at the higher rate,

2. If, as a non-resident French property owner, you rent out (unfurnished) your French
property on which you pay social charges

Do not hesitate to contact us if you want to initiate a claim before end of 2014.

What’s in the pipe for 2015?

Warning - The following measures have been introduced in the Rectifying Finance Law for
2014 – to be debated and voted by the Parliament by Dec 31, 2014, or are part of the 2015
Finance Law 2015, which will be adopted by the Parliament by Dec 31, 2014 as well. This is
not final, and we’ll send a detailed alert early 2015 to confirm and explain the measures
impacting non-residents

1. Owners of second homes, whether or not French residents, may face an extra 20% on
their taxe d’habitation in areas where there is a housing shortage (Paris, Saint-Jean Cap
Ferrat, Nice, Cannes, Antibes, Eze, Mougins, Valbonne are among the affected areas). This
extra tax will impact furnished second homes which are not rented out annually. However,
the decision to apply or not this tax will be made by the city council (Mairie).

2. Harmonization of tax rates for capital gains on property for all non-residents (except for the
so-called NCCT countries (Non-Cooperative Countries & Territories)- versus the
application of different rates according to EU or non-EU residency.

3. Potential cancellation of the obligation for non-residents who sell their French property to
appoint a Fiscal Tax Representative. This would apply from 2015.

We hope that this alert was helpful. Do not hesitate to contact us if you need additional
information

Very kind regards,

Stéphanie LANGE-BOURDIEC
Novances – Audit & Accounting Firm
Manager, Real Estate Department

slange@Novances.fr
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